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1. Though the programme was ________ scheduled for seven days, it was later ________ to four days. 

(Fill in the blanks) 

(A) finally; decided   (B) formerly; declared  (C) originally; curtailed  (D) ultimately; made 

2. Crocodile can live effortlessly both ______ water and ______ land. (Fill in the blanks) 

(A) in, on    (B) with; over   (C) into; the   (D) inside; above 

3. I _______ read the newspaper when I go to bus station. (Fill in the blank with suitable form of tense) 

(A) must be    (B) had    (C) can    (D) will 

4. The train ________ every morning at 8 AM. (Fill in the blank with suitable form of tense) 

(A) has left    (B) leaves   (C) will leave   (D) is leaving 

5. The library is equipped ________ the latest books. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A) of    (B) at    (C) with   (D) around 

6. The secret agents were pledged ________ secrecy. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A) to    (B) over   (C) with   (D) under 

7. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A) Educational facilities in under-developed nations are often limiting. 

(B) Educational facilities in under-developed nations are often limited. 

(C) Educational facilities in under-developed nations are often limitless. 

(D) Educational facilities in under-developed nations are often delimiting. 

8. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a, b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed, your answer is (d). 

Mayank was working overtime for the last two weeks. 

(A) is working   (B) is being working  (C) has been working  (D) no improvement 

9. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A) They were all astonished at the team’s dramatic success in the competition. 

(B) They were astonished at all the team’s dramatic success in the competition. 

(C) They had all astonished by the team’s dramatic success in the competition. 

(D) They had been all astonished on the team’s dramatic success in the competition. 

10. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a, b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed, your answer is (d). 

We generally select one of the most intelligent student of the school for this award. 

(A) one of the most intelligent students of the school 

(B) one of the intelligent most students of the school 

(C) one of the intelligent most student of the school 

(D) No Improvement 

11. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A) The shortage of fuel has obstacled interstate transportation. 

(B) The shortage of fuel has hampered interstate transportation. 

(C) The shortage of fuel has burdened interstate transportation. 

(D) The shortage of fuel has facilitated interstate transportation. 

12. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a, b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed, your answer is (d). 

His speech was marked by disagreement and scorn for his opponent’s position. 

(A) is being marked with disagreement and scorn for his opponent’s position. 
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(B) was marked with disagreement and scorn for his opponent’s position. 

(C) was marked by disagreement and scorn for this opponents positions. 

(D) no improvement 

13. _________ you open the gate please? (Fill in the blank with suitable modal) 

(A) Shall    (B) Can    (C) Could   (D) Should 

14. The demands of the workers were ______ the rules. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A) with    (B) by    (C) in    (D) within 

15. Rita was not feeling well. She ________ be sleeping now. (Fill in the blank with suitable modal verb) 

(A) can    (B) would  (C) might   (D) should 

 

ANSWER KEY 

1 C 9 A 

2 A 10 A 

3 D 11 B 

4 B 12 B 

5 C 13 C 

6 A 14 D 

7 B 15 C 

8 C 

   

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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